
Cubase Music Starter PAC
Turn your IBM-PC into a MIDI Music Workstation!
Steinberg make it simpler than ever before, to create music on your IBM-PC compatible 
computer. We give you all the essential components in one affordable box: Cubasis 
Music Software, MIDI Interface, on-line Expert MIDI Help Software and even a Song 
disk as an added plus!

Cubasis
Cubasis' natural graphic approach lets you follow your instincts - nothing should stand 
in the way of you and your music. Nobody wants a maze of windows or a multitude of 
menus, when all you wanted to do is try one idea somewhere else. 
If you want it over there, just put it over there! 
Cubase IS that simple. 

Be proud of your music - publish it!
Without having to suffer the torments of other sequencers that have printing glued on as 
an afterthought, the Cubase scoring is as easy to use as the Arrange Window!
There is nothing more satisfying than seeing the results of your musical endeavours 
printed in high quality  standard notation, for the world to see, and maybe to play!

Complete with MIDI Interface!
The PC MIDI 1 Interface is your gateway to the world of MIDI music. Just install and 
your PC becomes a creative musical tool with 1 MIDI In and 1 MIDI Out. 

Getting started in no time!
With Cubasis there is no need to sit in front of a blank canvas: The 10 MIDI Songs 
provided, give you the right foundation to explore the exciting possibilities opened by 
Cubasis!  

On-line expert help!
MIDI Xplained has all the answers where you need them! This HyperText application 
makes it really easy. A few clicks on the highlighted keywords will lead you exactly to the
answer you require. Take a journey through MIDI and its exiting possibilities. Let MIDI 
Xplained be your guide!

Key Features StarterPAC
True Arrange Window, what you see is what you hear!
Edit your GM/GS instrument from within Cubasis!
Realtime Program - Don´t stop the music!
Optimize your performance: Intelligent Auto-Correction 
Step Input 
Easy HiRes Score Printing



Minimum Requirements: 386SX with 25MHz or higher, VGA Graphics, Windows 3.1, 
MultiMedia Extensions (MME) supported, MIDI Instrument (GM/GS recommended).

CUBASE for WINDOWS

NOTE: As of March 96, All Pro Levels of Cubase 
feature Digital Audio Recording with Multimedia 
soundcards.  
Steinberg´s Cubase for WINDOWS  is a professional MIDI Recording 
program for IBM and compatibles. It gives you the industry standard graphic 
user interface and a whole host of other features that make Cubase one of the 
world´s leading sequencers. The easy-to-use concept lets you record your 
music so effortlessly, that you can concentrate on the essential things: your 
music.

Key Features:

Realtime Program, all functions work while your music plays
Graphic User Interface 
Mouse-controlled Toolbox 
64 Tracks x 16 MIDI Channels 
Up to 16 Arrangements in a Song-File
Multirecord (on up to 4 Tracks at a time) 
Dedicated Graphic Editors (KEY, LIST, DRUM) 
6 Quantize-Modes incl. unique Groove-Quantize 
Resolution: 384 ppq 
Advanced Synchronisation features (MTC / MIDI Clock)
MIDI-File compatible 
File compatible with all CUBASE products 
MROS Multitasking Extension 
Easy-to-understand manual included.
MPU compatible.
MME compatible (e.g. simple connection to PC MIDI Express Interface).

Cubase Score for Windows
Cubase Score for Windows integrates professional Score Printing into the 
Cubase MIDI recording system. It features full multi-stave and multi-page 
editing and printing with full control over Grand Staves, polyphonic voicing, 
text and lyrics. 

The Edit mode/Page mode duality offers a concise method for speedy editing 



and layout of music notation, yet maintains the smooth relationship between 
MIDI recording and data handling that Cubase owners have come to expect.

Key Features
Intuitive graphic user interface
64x16 Tracks MIDI Recording, 
up to 512 MIDI channels
Key-, List-, Score-, 
Drum- and Logical Editors
6 Quantize-Modes
Unique Groove Quantize 
for authentic "Real Life Feel.
MIDI Mixer for editing MIDI devices (Templates included)
Professional Score Layout and Printing with up to 4 voice 
polyphony per stave
MPU support
File compatibility with 
all current Cubases

Cubase Audio for Windows
The long awaited transparent integration of MIDI recording, Score Printing 
and Digital Audio for IBM compatibles has arrived, Cubase Audio for 
Windows. 

It offers the same intuitive user interface as the Mac version but uses the 
Yamaha CBX -D5 for audio input/output . This 4-track Hard Disk Recorder 
provides integrated Digital Mixing, Equalization, and 2 independent 
professional quality Effects Processors. All controllable from within Cubase 
Audio. Up to 8 Tracks of Digital Audio are available with Cubase Audio for 
Windows, when you hook up 2 CBX units. The number of virtual tracks is 
unlimited.

Key Features
Intuitive graphic user interface
Complete integration of MIDI 
and Digital Audio
Up to 8 physical tracks 
of Digital Audio Recording (2 CBX-D5)
CBX Digital Mixer with Automation
Integrated FX with Automation
Dedicated Audio Editor 
and Pool Window
64x16 Tracks MIDI Recording, 
up to 512 MIDI channels
Key-, List-, Score-, 
Drum- and Logical Editors



6 Quantize Modes
Unique Groove Quantize 
for authentic "Real Life Feel.
MIDI Mixer for editing MIDI devices (Templates included)
Professional Score Layout and Printing with up to 4 voice 
polyphony per stave
Cross platform/version file compatible with all current Cubases
MPU support


